The Encouraging Youth Vote Policy will establish a mandatory voter achievement test that will be administered to all eligible college undergraduate student voters. Tests will be administered digitally on secure software similar to standardized tests like the LSAT. Questions and scoring will be done by an independent 3rd party organization with no political affiliations. Students who score well and vote will receive scholarship money towards tuition, or other academic expenses in special cases, with higher scores corresponding to higher amounts of scholarship money up to $1500. Those who answer at least a certain number of questions correctly will receive a minimum of $150 in scholarship money, scaling up to $1500 increasing as the number of questions answered correctly increases. Colleges will be required by the government to provide this reward. The test will be administered every 4 years/presidential election cycle, and students after taking it will be automatically registered to vote if eligible and must vote to claim their won scholarship money. Questions on the test will be designed to evaluate concepts such as general knowledge of the election process, power of the government, official policies as taken from the websites of the candidates, knowledge of the current economy, etc.

Notes about the design: Tests will be digital for streamlined scoring and consistency in the test-taking experience. Secure software can be run on most digital devices, like laptops or smartphones. A scaling reward encourages students to educate themselves about politics and try their best, as one earns more scholarship money the better they do. Since scholarship money is not only given to very high scores, those who may score towards the middle or lower end of the spectrum won’t be discouraged from giving their best effort. Students are automatically registered to vote to help increase voter turnout, and they must vote to claim their won scholarship money so informed voter turnout is increased. A rise in tuition costs due to schools being required to provide scholarship money can be combated with tuition caps, loan borrowing caps, and other methods. In addition, the test being administered every 4 years means undergraduates will generally only take it once, which significantly cuts the cost for colleges to provide this scholarship money.

The goal of this policy is to increase informed voter turnout from the youth. Since new generations who vote are likely to vote again in the future, if we incentivize participation in the voting process early on and do this for every new generation of voters, we will cumulatively build a strong voter population for the future. We want young voters to become more informed and we shouldn’t focus on solely increasing the voter turnout rate as it is arguably more valuable to have a slightly smaller voter population who are more informed, than a larger voter population with more uninformed voters. At the end of the day, the hope is that this policy and implementation of a voter achievement test will result in college environments where students are more engaged in the voting process, and make becoming more knowledgeable about the voting process a much more common occurrence. This policy aims to improve informed voter turnout, and voters help determine what we want our domestic and foreign policies to look like, how we want to run our country, and what type of country we want to be. For this reason, it is safe to say that this policy will affect all Americans and even those in other countries.
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1. What are the three branches of government?

A. Presidential, Legislative, Supreme Court

B. Executive, Senate, Federal

C. Executive, Legislative, Judicial

D. Presidential, Congressional, Federal

Example questions. Questions become progressively harder towards the end

39. Which of the following will lead to a decrease in a nation’s money supply?

A. A decrease in income taxes

B. A decrease in the discount rate

C. An increase in reserve requirements

D. An increase in government expenditures on goods and services

Thank you for taking the 2020 EYV Test, your score and instructions on how to claim scholarship money will be emailed to you within the next week!

Dear ____,

Your score on the 2020 EYV Test was a 36/50. You are eligible for a total of $800 in scholarship money to be provided by your educational institution. For more information on how to claim this money, please follow the instructions at the following link provided by your institution

www._________.edu

If you have any follow up questions regarding your test or related subjects, please visit our website at www._________.edu or email our support at _______________.

Thanks!